Newsletter from WBFSH
Vilhelmsborg, October 7th 2011
Dear members,
Please take care that this e-mail is forwarded to the relevant persons within your
organisation.
Please see the enclosed almost-final rankings from FEI –if there are still mistakes in the rankings
like missing or wrong studbook, breed, name, sire, dam, and so on, you have one week to
correct the studbook ranking data, and then the FEI publishes the real final rankings for 2011.
Therefore – if you still find mistakes regarding horses that should count for your studbook, please
fill in the correct data of the horse/-s in mention, and return the sheet to arts@kwpn.nl at the
latest on Friday, October 14th 2011 12am.
Very important – please read the below text before filling in the excel sheet with the horse data
that needs to be corrected…
Extract from newsletter sent on August 29th:
“There are still some horses placed very high at the ranking, which have no pedigree
information, but more important: no studbook information! These horses will not count for your
studbook if the column “studbook” in the rankings is not filled in. Even when the breed column is
filled in correctly, but the studbook column is empty or not correct, you as a studbook have to
identify the horse.
The only way to update the ranking is to fill out the excel sheet which is provided at the WBFSHwebsite, and attached to this email again. Please fill in as much information about the horse as
possible and provide always the FEI number of the horse. An example is given in the sheet and
also an explanation in the first cell of every column.”
Please also see on our website how to update and what is important to remember:
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Last minute updates on Annual Meetings 2011
The annual meetings of WBFSH are now approaching rapidly and the last minute updates are
published continuously until October 20th 2011. They will not be sent by ordinary mail, so check
out our website and print the files before you leave for the plane.
The annual meetings are scheduled for October 24th to 26th 2011, with exciting and very
relevant excursions and seminar sessions – for further information and latest updated program
and enclosures in print-ready versions, please visit www.wbfsh.org
Please check your contact data
Is the link to your society website correct? If you don’t have a website, then are the address
and other data correct? Please check the website under Members and let us know at
cbl@varmblod.dk if you have corrections regarding your studbook data.
Yours sincerely,
Karina Christiansen
Secretary of WBFSH
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